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JESSICA COFFMAN

Singing, smiles, tears, and candlelight
vigils punctuated the World Aids Day
Memorial in Kilworth Chapel on Dec.
1. The memorial drew a crowd of community members, students, and two
choirs large enough to pack the chapel.
Co-sponsored by the Pierce County
AIDS Foundation and the university's
Department of Diversity and Community, the ninety-minute memorial included musical performances from
Voices of St. John the Baptist, Kids in
Koncert, solos from Gregg Zylstra, and
a string of litanies from reverends of various denominations.
Senior Danielle Harrington, a volunteer at the AIDS Foundation, said of the
event, "I like how it brought the community together because it doesn't happen very often." She added, "I think my
favorite part was the kids choir and St.
John's."
Fourteen-year-old choir member
Jamie Cooper explained the motivation
behind the Kids in Koncert's journey
from Olympia to participate in the me-
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Staff Writer
On Friday, Dec. 4 the ASUPS Special
Events Committee will present
Mistletoast, the popular annual dinner/
dance event.
The fun begins early in the morning
with the Arts and Crafts Fair, taking place
in the Wheelock Student Center from
9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. In addition tojewelry, baked goods, polar fleece and antiques, there will also be free pictures
with Santa from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
in the WSC Boardroom.
Students have become accustomed to
the formal dinner in the Rotunda before
the dancing begins at in Marshall Hall.
This year, however, Special Events Coordinator Carmen Bactad has decided to
change things. "With all the activities that
go on during Mistletoast, students could

JESSICA COFFMAN

Ta coma comm unity gathers at Annual World AIDS service.
morial. "Everyone had their own reason
for coming. I know people who have
AIDS, so I do it for personal reasons." It
was the choir's third year of participation.
Jeannie Darneille, who works for the
AIDS Foundation, coordinated the program for the evening. "I think it's important for us to come together and
grieve," she said. She planned the program to convey community compassion
for those affected by HIV. "People

[should leave] energized and re-committed to help people with HIV."
Community member Cindy Clark
characterized the evening as "a solemn
and happy reminder about what needs to
happen with the epidemic." According
to information in a packet handed out to
the audience, 40,000 Americans are infected with HIV every year. People under the age of 25 constitute half of this
please see AIDS, page 2

6:00p.m. and go until 9:00 p.m. The free
potentially be in the Wheelock Student
carriage rides leave from the WSC.
Center for six hours," she said.
The highlight of the evening is the
In an effort to change the scenery of
dance in Marshall Hall
the evening, this year's forfrom 8:00 p.m. to midmal dinner will be held at 44 —
night. The Swing ReTrattona Grazie, located at
Students will be
union Orchestra will be
2301 North 30th. Students
performing throughout
will be able to dine at dis- dressing up in their
the evening, giving stucounted rates. "Students fanciest attire to go
dents the opportunity to
will be dressing up in their to an elegant estabshow off their big band
fanciest attire," Bactad
lishment.
dancing skills. An altersaid, "so I thought that it
—Carmen Bactad native dance area has
would be appropriate to go
also been prepared. The
to an elegant establishment
Rendezvous will be
to enjoy the meal, a few
transformed into a Blues Lounge where
drinks, and the company of friends." Bestudents can enjoy the soothing sounds
cause seats are limited, students must
of the Voodoo Roosters.
sign up early for dining and transportaStudents will also be able to help decotion at the info center. Dinner will be
rate the Christmas tree in Marshall Hall.
served between 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Everything needed to design an ornament
Students will also be able to enjoy covwill be available throughout the evening.
ered horse carriage rides which begin at

First attempt to steal hatchet botched
ROBERT MCCOOL

Staff Writer
No suspects have been apprehended
yet in relation to a botched attempt at
stealing the Puget Sound hatchet over the
Thanksgiving holiday.
On the morning of Thursday, Nov. 26,
an unknown person or persons attempted
to break into the cabinet housing the
hatchet in the Wheelock Student Center.
However, the suspect(s) fled empty-
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handed after activating the cabinet's
alarm at 5:23 am. Both Security Services
and the Tacoma Police Department responded to the incident.
The perpetrator(s) tried to break open
the 1 x 25 cabinet door located inside
the servery, explained Todd Badham,
Director of Security Services. The lock
on the door had been completely broken
and the door was cracked, he said. The
suspect(s) did not manage to take the
hatchet, however.

It is not clear how the burglar(s) entered the servery, which was locked at
that time of the morning. Badham said
that there were students in the building
earlier in the evening, but he would not
speculate as to who might have committed the crime.
The hatchet is presently in a safe location, Badham said, and will eventually
be returned. "There is a lot of work to be
done on the cabinet before the hatchet is
replaced," he said.

Andrew Peterson won by a landslide in the Dec. 1 special election,
garnering 258 votes. "I'm really excited about winning. I'd like to get
started," he commented the following
afternoon.
The voter turnout of 19.5% wasjust
under the 20% that the Special Elections committee had anticipated. Unlike the large turnout in the Fall general election of37.3%, which was the
highest in recent years, the Special
Election reflected the modest turnout
that general elections have had in the
past.
Despite the low voter participation,
Vice President Fred Rundle was
pleased with the number of candidates
who turned up to campaign. "I was
surprised that three candidates did
run," he said. The committee had cxpected only one or two students to run
because of the lateness in the semester. Now that Peterson has been
elected, Rundle said that the Senate
will "press forward" with him.
During the Dec. 3 formal meeting,
Peterson will join other Senators in
voting for constitutional amendments
which include new guidelines for the
procedure of Special Elections. The
amendment will clarify how vacancies
are filled in the future. It will stipulate that if a vacancy exists prior to a
week before the general elections
nomination period, then the vacancy
cannot be filled through appointment
but must go to the election.
The Senate will also be voting on

two other amendments, the procedure
for Honor Court removal and term
length for the senior senate seat. "I

think the structural changes (being
considered) are excellent," Rundle
said. If effected the first change will
remedy a discrepancy between the
Senate's and Honor Court's constitutions concerning who has the authority to remove an Honor Court member. The second constitutional change,
if passed, will extend the senior senate term length to fifteen months so
that the senior class will not be without a representative for three months.
In addition to the amendments, the
Senate is currently addressing the issue of technology on campus. An ad
hoc committee has been assembled to
investigate technological issues that
affect students, including the expense
and unreliability of the Ethernet, space
unavailability in computer labs, and
server and e-mail problems.
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O'MalleY 's resignation requested SEEC forum discusses
salmon recovery issues
On Nov. 18, ASUPS officials confronted
O'Malley with their concerns. He was given approximately two weeks to reply with a written
commitment to improve operations. When
In an emergency Senate meeting called on
Wednesday, Dec. 2, the ASUPS Senate voted to O'Malley failed to comply by Nov. 30, ASUPS
begin the process of removing Cellar Manager went ahead with the removal process.
According to Fred Rundle, ASUPS Vice PresiKarey O'Malley. The Senate cited failure to fulfill the basic operational responsibilities as Cellar dent, O'Malley's replacement will be selected
through the normal process
General Manager as their ba—
44
of candidate interviews and
sis for action.
selection via committee.
Concerns raised by the ex- These concerns are a series
O'Malley disagreed with
ecutive committee of ASUPS of responsibilities which in
the Senate's view of Cellar
include complaints by staff and
themselves are not overoperations. "It doesn't appear
students regarding Cellar
to be in that bad of shape to
hours, inadequate information whelmingly problematic but
me. I don't know the reason
the Director of in combination show that
Business Services, missed
basic responsibilities are not for what they are doing," he
said. "I have no interest in
manager meetings, failure to
hilaiire the rsIi r'c, ictpr on a being fulfilled.
hurting the Cellar but I will
Rafael Gomez, not be harassed or stonedaily basis, missing deposit
records, unpaid bills, and coin'UPS President walled [in my job]."
O'Malley also disagreed
plaints of drinking within the
with the executive comCellar on multiple occasions.
ASUPS President Rafael Gomez said that the mittee's requests for a response. O'Malley asserts that the committee only asked that said probconcerns are "a series of responsibilities which in
themselves are not overwhelmingly problematic lems be corrected by Feb. 2. He provided a memo
which was addressed to him,'listing Feb. 2 as the
but in combination show that basic responsibilideadline which backed up his claims.
ties are not being fulfilled."
The week between the Senate meeting on
The vote is the first step in the process to reDec.
2 and the probable Senate meeting on Dec.
move an ASUPS general manager. The Senate
must now wait one week before they can vote to 9 is to be used as a time for Senators to gather
information regarding the allegations. Senators
officially remove O'Malley.
"must make an effort to know everything regardDuring this time Senators will have time to ining this issue," said Senator David Bowe.
vestigate the concerns raised by the executive
The ASTIPS executive committee consists of
committee. Due to time constraints, another Senate meeting will likely be called next Wednesday Gomez, Rundle, Director of Business Services
to remove O'Malley before the beginning of next David June, and Director of Public Relations
Alison Anattol.
semester, unless he resigns before that time.

Scorn LEONARD
Contributing Editor

supplied to

Wimberger, only three-tenths one percent
successfully complete the entire life
cycle. About two percent is needed to
maintain the population at a stable size.
Kirkpatrick followed by considering
causes of the decrease. She illustrated the
"Four H's"—harvesting, habitat degradation, hydropower and hatcheries—as
the root of the problem. Hatcheries,
which may be the most surprising problém, can overstock rivers, creating competition in which the better-fed hatchery
fish are generally more successful than
wild salmon.
Sable then placed the issue in a human context, considering the many competing interests in river usage. Hyde concluded by narrowing the focus to the
Puget Sound, discussing the proactive
approach taken to inventory, assess and
plan the future of salmon runs.
"We had a very good turnout," said
Aoyagi. "I am very pleased that so many
people care about the issue."
In addition to presenting forums,
SEEC also produces a newsletter,
Sequoia. Rottersman considers SEEC to
be influential in promoting enviroiimental awareness.
"We're a force to be reckoned with,'
he said. "We're willing to engage in a
tag-team cage match with any group on
campus."
To learn more about SEEC, contact
Clark at 761-5711 or Nugent at 7619740.

Scorr SCIIOEGGL
Editor-in-Chief
A special forum to discuss the phenomenon of disappearing salmon populations in the Pacific Northwest was held
on Tuesday, Dec. 1 in the Rotunda.
The four-member panel, which consisted of biology professors Peter
Wimberger and Betsy Kirkpatrick, economics professor Karin Sable and Pierce
County Salmon Specialist Debby Hyde,
focused on why this issue is important,
reasons for the population decrease, and
measures that are being taken to reverse
the trend.
The forum was presented by the Student Environmental Education Coordinators (SEEC),a recently-formed student
organization that works to educate the
campus community about local and
worldwide environmental issues.
We thought that salmon would be a
good issue for our first forum, considering the interest in the salmon recovery
class offered next semester, said SEEC
member Mike Rotters man. In addition to
Rottersman, SEEC consists of students
Monica Clark, Melissa Nugent, and
Hannah Aoyagi.
Wimberger initiated the forum by discussing the life cycle of salmon and other
anadromous species of fish—those that
spawn in fresh water, grow to maturity
in the ocean, then return to their birthplaces to procreate. According to
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TACOMA WASHINGTON

"A herd of buffalo can move only as fast as
the slowest buffalo, and when the herd is
hunted, it is the slowest and weakest ones at
the back that are killed first. This natural
selection is good for the herd as a whole,
because the general speed and health of the
whole group keeps improving by the regular
culling of the weakest members.
In much the same way, the human brain can
only operate as fast as the slowest brain cells.
Excessive intake of alcohol, We all know,
kills brain cells, but naturally it attacks the
slowest and weakest brain cells first. In this
way, regular consumption of beer eliminates
the weaker brain cells, making the brain a
faster and more efficient machine. So that's

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Call the man in the picture.
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Eleven years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anybody knows more
about this test or knows how to
teach it better than I do. That's
why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should
call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and 5
mock exanis for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar.

Monday: College Night
$1.75 Pints All Night!

number, a fact that spurred the American Association for World Health to
designate this year's World AIDS day
to "Be a Force For Change."
The Kilworth memorial was particularly successful, especially in
terms of participation numbers. "[The
turnout was] the largest we've ever
had," commented Margie Abels, an
AIDS Foundation volunteer. She estimated that audience size was "at least
one-third more" than last year.

Abels found the increased numbers
surprising because they did not reflect
the current decline in public interest
for the Aids pandemic. "People have
been putting the issue on the back
burner," she said. She correlated the
decline of public interest with decreasing news coverage and the public's
false sense of security that the pandemic is contained because of the
emergence of experimental new medications.

"I had a lot ofquestions ...."
When you need straight answers,
all Planned Parenthood.
3irth control, pregnancy tests
and exams, counseling,
abortion, sexually transmitted
disease treatment and annual
check-tips. Private affordable

524-4915

clinic in your area.

Call today.

why you always feel smarter after afew
beers."
* Warning: Heavy drinking may kill strong brain
cells in addition to the weak ones.
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Washington changes .10 to .08
quality, their conduct, and their answers to questions. In addition to the alcohol concentration, these factors would be considered when sentencing the suspect, WohI said.
Charee Boulter, Substance Abuse Prevention Program CoIn January, Washington motorists will see a change in the
ordinator for Counseling, Health and Wellness Services, exstate's DUI law as the legal blood alcohol limit is lowered
plained how the body would be affected by a 0.08 to 0.09%
from 0.10% to 0.08%. The revision was passed in June, durblood alcohol level. At this level, a person's balance and moing the most recent session of the state legislature, and will
tor skills are hindered, and their vision, hearing and reflexes
become effective on Jan. 1, 1999. The new legal limit marks
are all impaired.
the level at which motorists will be prosecuted for driving under
"My personal opinion is that [the revision] is a good move
the influence of alcohol.
because at the 0.08 level people aren't thinking clearly enough,
The lower limit will also be accompanied by harsher penaltheir perceptions aren't clear enough to judge whether they're
ties for violations. Motorists with no prior offenses who are
capable of driving, so they're already at risk," said Boulter.
found to have a blood alcohol level between 0.08% and 0.15%
In determining the amount of alcohol that would produce a
would face a mandatory penalty of one day in jail, a total fine
0.08% level many factors would need to be considered, said
of $685, and license revocation for at least 90 days, explained
Boulter. A person's body weight, their metabolism, the rate at
Paul WohI, Deputy Prosecutor of the Pierce County
which they consume the alcohol, and whether or not they have
Prosecutor's Office.
eaten anything prior to drinking will all influence the concenMotorists found to have a blood alcohol level equal to or
tration, she said. It is also important to remember that human
higher than 0.15% would face two days in jail, a total fine of
bodies can only process alcohol at the rate of 0.5 oz. per hour,
$925, and a license revocation of one year, he said. In addiBoulter said.
tion, the motorist would have
Katherine Wadsworth, Asa device installed in his or her
sistant Professor of Psycholvehicle that would not let the
ogy and an expert on alcohol
car start unless the driver had
Blood Alcohol Level (BAL) is the amount of alcohol present in your blood as
and college students, stressed
an alcohol concentration that
you drink. As of Jan. 1, a BALat or above .08 is considered legally drunk.
If you are under 21, any alcohol in your system is against the law.
that alcohol affects each perwas lower than a pre-set level.
1 drink = 12 oz. beer = I oz. 80 proof hard alcohol = 3 oz. wine
son differently. She warned
A person driving recklessly
that charts showing the effect
could still be charged with
Blood Alcohol Levels for Women
of different levels of alcohol
driving under the influence
could be misleading..
even if they were below the
140 lbs.
"Really the only safe level
legal limit, Wohl explained.
.04
for
drinking and driving is
"The other way to be con.07
zero," Wadsworth said. "You
victed would be if the person
.11
can't know the precise effect
is under the influence of alcothat it's going to have on your
hol, regardless of what their
Blood Alcohol Levels for Men
physical abilities, on your realcohol concentration is. The
action to something that hap0.07% level would be suffi160 lbs
pens quickly on a road. You
cient to show this," he said.
.03
can't know that without havAt the time of investigation,
.05
ing tested it extensively, and
police officers would make
.08
no one has that experience."
note of the motorist's driving
ROBERT MCCOOL

Staff Writer
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on,
NOVEMBER 17 - 30
Please contact Security at x3311 if you have an
knowledge of the incidents described below. All infoi ination is kept confidential.

Nov. 18—A student and resident of the Phi Delta Theta
fraternity reported his room door had been forced open
and several water balloons broken around the room. The
electric baseboard heater also appeared damaged.
Nov. 27—Security dispatched Facilities Services staff
to clean fecal matter from a Union Avenue tunnel door. It
appeared that fecal matter was intentionally smeared on
the door as some sort of bizarre prank.
Nov. 30—A student reported that her vehicle was vandalized while it was parked in the North 17th Street lot.
An obscenity was written on the hood with pink nail polish and the driver's side door was scratched.

Nov. 17—A student reported that the vending machine
in the basement of Seward Hall had been broken into. Most
of the product appeared taken.
Nov. 20—A staff member reported two credit cards stolen from her purse. She believes the theft occurred on Nov.
13 from an unsecured room in the Wheelock Student Center, where she was storing her purse.
Nov. 26, 5:15 a.m.—Security responded to a burglary
from the Wheelock Student Center hatchet case. The
wooden door to the case was discovered pried open and it
appeared as if someone had attempted to remove the
hatchet. Tacoma Police checked the building and immediate area, but were unable to locate the suspect(s).

ARMY MEDICINES CHALLENGE TO
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS,
The Army Medical Department is the largest comprehensive system of health
care in the United States. It has a tradition of medical breakthroughs, advances in
health care techniques and leadership respected throughout the world of medicine. It is this team we invite—we challenge—health care professionals to join.
You could be involved in a wide variety of vital, interesting and rewarding assignments. They'll range from administrative management to direct patient care. We
offer unique advantages to professionals in these disciplines:
PHYSICAL THERAPY • OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
HEALTH PROFESSION SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
As an Army Officer you'll receive substantial compensation, annual paid vacations and participate in a
noncontributory retirement plan.
The challenge is yours. Look it over. Then call:
Sergeant First Class
JON CHENEY
(206) 242-9357

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com
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'Getting It On' gets you through all the bases
ADAM HERSII

Contributing Editor
"The Guide to Getting It On" is not exactly
the kind of book that you pick up and read
from cover-to-cover. This second edition of
the now critically-acclaimed (at least in some
circles) 700-page resource of factual, sound,
open-minded, and amusing information about
sex and many of its imaginable derivations is
most useful when sifted through as curiosity
or need mandates.
More than this, though, the
Guide is about the comedy and
tragedy of human existence, of
which sex is but one small part.
The Guide deals bluntly, yet gracefully, with
quite a range of topics from love to lust, from
pain to pleasure, and from things that you
learned in high school health and biology
classes to things that you thought existed only

Mk
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in the deepest, darkest confines of the World
Wide Web.
But such openness should not be construed
as the insidious promotion of casual (and, let's
be honest really good) sex. The authors address a broad spectrum of issues and viewpoints in answering perennial, but too often
unanswered questions of anatomy, physical
and emotional health, gender and sexual identity, and, usually the most confusing, discussing sex and relationships in a mature manner.
The book includes such chapters
as "Oral Sex: Popsicles and Penises," "Romance," and "Massage
and Back Rubs;" and is chock full
of levelheaded advice such as "if
you are not fully prepared to become pregnant, to support and parent a child for the next
eighteen years, to give your baby up for adoption, or to have an abortion, then you should
not be having vaginal intercourse... es en the

B00k
eview

best birth control methods fail, and intercourse
is the most common means of passing sexual
diseases." The authors also boast scores of
useful information like "if you are doing it at
the beach, be sure to take two large blankets...
there's something about being on top of two
blankets instead of one that helps keep sand
from getting in your crotch."
Not only is the Guide comprehensive and
emotionally sensitive, but it is entertaining as
well. The Guide is written in a prose somewhere between readers' letters to Hustler
magazine and a Science in Context reading
packet. It's message is clear, concise and accompanied by a good deal of witticism. Numerous asides and personal testimonies of
human folly from actual in-depth surveys buttress the book's authority and serve to relax
the reader and subject. Elaborate and humorous illustrations accompany the text in abundance, beneficial in adding clarity to some of

Take the next step in your
educational careernow.
Learn about today's
leading graduate school
for tomorrow's
health care providers.
Samuel Menitt College at Summit
Medical Center in Oakland,
California, a leader in health
sciences education since 1909, is
now accepting applications from
motivated students for the
following programs:
'Master of Science in Nursing
• Master of Physical Therapy
• Master of Occupational Therapy
• Master-Physician Assistant
Admission is competitive. For
an application and an information
packet, contact us today.

the lesser known euphemisms one must resort
to in such an extensive work.
After a semester of miserably pouring
through stacks of books which can cost upwards of fifty dollars each, the "Guide to Getting It On" provides remarkably more pleasure and entertainment for your money.
Though at twenty dollars, this book may be a
luxury beyond some students', or even professors', means (sure you could bill it to
Daddy's credit card, but try explaining that
charge), it is a valuable book from which everyone, irrespective of moral convictions,
could benefit by reading at least some part.
Despair not, for the holidays are near, and the
"Guide To Getting It On" would certainly
make a nice present for a loved one, close
friend, or roommate. Good gestures never go
unrewarded. And this is the kind of gift that
you will benefit from, too, as it keeps on giving—and getting—it on.

Art students' creations
adorn walls of Kittredge
Liz BALL

earn their degrees in art, and the gallery

Staff Writer

exhibit is in rriany ways a reward for their
work. But how did they begin their study
of art? Campbell said, "I could never
imagine myself doing anything else. Art
has always been there; I've never reall\
been without it. Even as a kid, that's al
did. I've always been an artist."
Berrera's decision to be an art
wasn't quite so easy. "I started in he
school doing a lot of art. Then I kind
tried to get away from it," she said. "But
Ijust couldn't. I tried and tried, but evctually I gave in!"
Also in Kittredge will be the Small
Show, displaying the winning artwor
from the late November art conte
judged by CeCe Noll, Curator of C
lections at the Tacoma Art Museum.
The exhibit will display both two-dmensional and three-dimensional worh.
and each piece will be less than twelve
inches in both height and width, as spec.
fied by the contest rules.
Running on the same dates as the S
nior show, the Small Art Show will
appropriately held in the Small GalLUnspecified prizes are being offerec
the winners of the Small Art Show eec
petition. Awards will be given
Wednesday. Dec. 2 at the same tinec
u.
nc' Sc
the opene

As the end of the semester approaches,
Kittredge Art Gallery will have two
events featuring the work of university
art students. Twice each year, the
Kittredge Gallery runs the Senior Art
Show, which showcases the work of seniors who will soon graduate from the
UPS Art Department.
The fall semester show begins with
an opening party in Kittredge from 5:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 2,
and will run until the end of the semester on Dec. 18. The senior show will be
located in the Main Gallery in Kittredge.
This semester, the show will feature the
work of four student artists: Elizabeth
Barrera, Sara Campbell, Janice Evalt,
and Benjamin Rae.
The show will display many different
types of art, ranging from paintings and
prints to sculptures. Berrera said, "I specialize in installation sculpture. For this
specific show I'm using things like mason jars, wood, and cloth. I like to use
things that are readily available, or things
that I see in everyday life. I'd rather do
that than use materials that are hard to
track down."
These seniors have labored hard to

--

--

.

800-607-6377
admission@samuelmerritt.edu
www.samuelmerritt.edu

ON THE FRONTLINES OF HEALTH CARE
370 Hawthorne Avenue, Oakland, CA 94609
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8:20 p.m. nightly; Sat /Sun matinee 3:30 p.m
Adults $4
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New 'Zelda' masters art of 3D
• Latest version of classic game lives up to reputation
Link gets a multitude of
items to help him through the
game including thorned sticks
This is it, the game that everyone has
and torches, a fairy that helps
been waiting for since the Nintendo 64 with puzzles and enemies, an
came out. If you haven't got your gift Ocarina which opens up areas
copy yet, don't hold your breath, cause with every new note, and spells
"Zelda: The Ocarina of Time," has been like Din's Fire, which nukes the
sold out ever since it hit the market. I entire area around you.
must admit that no sequel has done much
Along with the multitude of
justice to the classic, and if it weren't items comes some new abilifor the fairly good Super Nintendo ver- ties as well. Link can ninja roll,
sion my faith would have faltered. But rock climb, toss boulders, duck
Link runs through town in the
here it is, a game worthy of carrying the and shield, side stroke, clam
name "Zelda."
dive, and shoot. He now has latest release of "Zelda."
Can't quite picture it yet? Well, imag- three item buttons, an action
inc a new and improved Link in the style button (which does most of the abilities
keep you on your toes. Another aspect
of the new Mario, 3D rendered in a world above including the sword swing), a first
that was kept, this time from the Super
of beautiful landscapes, filled with poois
person view button, and the ninja roll but- Nintendo version, is the flock of killer
of crystal clear water, towering castles,
ton. The only complaint I have is that
chickens that comes when you torment
lush green fields and distant mountains, there is nojump button. Linkjumps from
one of their brethren too much.
In fact, the graphics are almost indistin- ledge to ledge on his own, all you have
If bigger is better, then the enemies in
guishable from Mario 64, which is defi- to do is point the way. This is very weak,
this game are indisputably better. The
nitely not a bad thing. Then add the especially if we compare him to the new
bosses in this game tower over Link. In
gameplay of the original "Zelda" corn- Mario, who could jump/flip his way to
order to smite them you must figure out
plete with map and compass to guide an Olympic gold.Anew ability that adds
their weaknesses and exploit them. Only
your way. to the game is being able to switch to first
the smaller enemies can be defeated by
The premise is similar to the previous person view and fire the slingshot at your
simple hack-and-slash measures and
versions of "Zelda."Yup, you
foes. This allows you to accueven they can give you serious problems.
guessed it, Gannon is back.
rately exterminate enemies
Nintendo has done what I thought to
You are Link (or whatever
from a distance. The new
be impossible and made a game on par
name you choose), the one
jeW subscreen has a page for with the original "Zelda." But don't be
destined, to bring about the
Link's equipment, magical fooled. If you didn't like Mario 64 then
fall of the evil that now threatens the items, map, and quest status (complete
you may not like this game. Special gold
land. This game has a twist though. with golden spiders "killed" tally).
copies are limited, so reserve yours as
Eventually you will step into a Temple
Puzzles are the other aspect this game
soon as possible.
of Time which transforms Link from a has going for it. Remember the shootchild to a full-grown man. This allows the-painted-eyeball and light-all-theyou to get to places you couldn't go be- torches puzzles from the original
A11NG
fore and hinders your entrance to some "Zelda." This game has many of the old
places that you could go before.
puzzles added to many new puzzles to
GARREVFAUFDEMEERG
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Nintendo 64
"Rogue Squadron"
Star Wars: Shadow of the Empire's flying levels were
so good that they decided to make a whole game of them.
This 3D shooter has five amazingly detailed fighters that
you will use to bring peace to the galaxy.
"Turok 2"
Sequel to the smash hit Turok, this game will add the
multiplayer option like Goldeneye to a supped up graphics and physics engine. This first person gun game is sure
to grind its predecesor into oblivion.

Playstation
"Abe's Exodus"
Abe's Exodus is quite possibly the most ingenious action/puzzle game to ever hit the market. Exodus promises to be more challenging and longer (2 discs) then the
first one was.
"Tomb Raider 3"
Third in the line of Lara Croft fortune hunting adventures. Take Lara to the heart of the Artic to find a wealth
of new relics in yet another undiscovered set of ruins,
with all new traps and foes to thwart your efforts. Look
for the PC version also.

Computer Games
"Starcraft: Brood Wars"
Expansion pack for the popular strategic warfare game
that has consumed our campus's network, Brood War's
follows the story of Kemgan as she takes over the Zerg
horde. With six new units, thirty new levels, and three
new map tilesets this game is the thing to buy.
"Diablo 2"
Diablo turned the net into a bloody demon war. Take
one of the five new characters in Diablo 2 through new
lands and dungeons to stop the vile demon from conquering the world.

UI

CissIFIEDs

HO[' DAYMUSIC [VINT GUIDI

Looking for a fun, cheap way to celebrate the spirit of the
holLlays? Here's a ctuick guiele of on-campus musical events
from some of your favorite performers to help you relax and
celebrate before the reality of finals sets in.

CHORAL CONCERTS
&

DORIAN SINGERS

MADRIGAL SINGERS

(all conc.ers free)

ADELPHIAN CONCERT CHOIR

Sat. Dec. 5th
5:00 p.m.

Sat. Dec. 5th
7:30 p.m..

St. Charles

University F'lace
!'resbyt;erian Church

Sat Dec 6th
11:00 a.m

Sun. Dec. 6th
7:00 p.m., Kilwort;h Chapel

Mt. Cross
Lutheran Church

In Forks on the Olympic Peninsula

• ALASKAN EMPLOYMENT Floating
processors/canneries. Workers earn up
to $700'/week. All skill levels! Ask us
how! 517-336-4164, ext. A60891.
• NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Forestry, wildlife preserves,
concessionaires, firefighters, & more!
Competetive wages & benefits! Ask us
how! 517-3364290, ext. N60891.
• FOR SALE Laptop computer, Toshiba,
Satellite Pro 430 CDS, 1.5 yr warranty,
120 MHz, 24MB RAM, 1.26 GB, 10
speed CD'Rom. Call Nate 858-7448.
• TUTOR/POSITIVE MALE ROLE
MODEL (19-30) to work with a nineyear-old Tuesdays and Thursdays 3:30
p.m.-5:30 p.m. in Gig Harbor. $8-$10/hr.
Call Tess (253) 851-6397 or email at
tgonzo@ii.washington.edu for more
information.

Miller Tree Inn
BED & BREAKFAST
There's No
Time Like the
Present. •
Enjoy the Hoh Rain Forest and ocean beaches, then
experience the warmth and hospitality of our inn.

To place a classified ad, call The
Trail at 756-3278.

After all, you've worked hard all semester, don't
you deserve a chance to leave your books behind?
Our rates of $50-$90 per couple include an allyou-can-eat farmhouse breakfast.

Mon. Dec. 7th
7:30 p.m., Concert; Hall

lues. Dec. 5th
concert w/ Chorale

Tickets $10.50 general, $6.50

Kilwor-tli Chaoel

stucIerit/sriior citizen.

BAND CONCERTS
UNIVERSITY BAND &

PERCUSSION ENS[MBLE

WIND ENSEMBLE

2ntcV4' 5T//ç,

Scroolled

Phone: (360) 374-6806
wwwriortholympic.com/millertree
E-mail: milltree@ptinet.net

SHOWIIMES
Friday and

Sunday

6:00 p.m.
5:30 P.M.

Fri. Dec. 4th, free

Sun. Dec. 6th, free

Saturday

7:30 p.m.. Concert HaIl

7:30 p.m.. Concert Hall

7:00 p.m.
9:30 P.M.

MC 003, $1

* Mention this ad between now and Feb 10 for $5 off
the first night, and $10 off each consecutive night.
F.
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Musi* c reviewer serves up lowdown on year
and Barbed Wire" to "Concrayte and
Borb Wahrr," and reveals an honesty too
often lost on most popular singers.

MiKE TIEMANN

Staff Writer
Need some gift ideas? Wondering if
anything of musical value came out this
past year? In search of a CD that won't
grow stale before your cute junior high
cousin finds it under the tree? Take heart,
boys and girls. In the spirit of giving, I
have assembled a no-holds-barred Year
In Review—just for you. So hang your
stockings and say your prayers, 'cause
here's what mattered in 1998.

AlI7urn aFthe Year

best Single
Hole, "Celel2rity Skin"
Glamour queen Courtney Love sings
about integrity with delicious snarls, cool
seduction, and most importantly, an undeniably catchy melody. All you need are
those three opening chords for an instant
party on 1-5. Crank it up, kids, this will
be cool for the long run.

PJ Harvey, Is This Pea/re?

Worst Single

Just when you thought you were snug
in your beds, dreaming of sugarplums,
PJ Harvey reappeared with a brutal,
minimalist, soaring set of songs that will
shake your expectations to the core. Only
Harvey could get away with ferocious,
mystical lyrics like, "I gave you my heart,
you left the thing stinking." The album
shows a searching soul, facing both the
beauty and the bleakness of the thing we
call love. It's an unforgettable achievement, seamless and essential.

Aerosmith, "I Don't Want To
Miss A Thing,"
Straight from the "Armageddon"
soundtrack—a vile song from a vile
movie. I was rooting for the asteroid.
What the world needs now is NOT sugary-sweet power balladry. Make them go
away! Please!

Lucina Williams, Car Wheels
on a Gravel goad
Like no other modern country artist,
Williams has struck the heart of country
music—the music that loves to wear its
heart on its sleeve—with subtle intelligence and lyrical mastery. Her thick
Louisiana drawl transforms "Concrete

best KUFS Single
The best part of The Sound's recently
refined and oh-so-controversial alternative rotation, this plaintive, powerful
gem makes me want to put the top down,
drive as far as my one tank of gas would
carry me, pick some daisies and laugh
until my lungs hurt. It's well worth being subjected to "Intergalactic," the disappointing new Beastie Boys hit, every
half hour.

******************
Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

,

Readfora
Tremendous Workout?
*
Call

* ,

*

for Info

s

*
*
*

A*

Aerobic Kickboxing • Full Contact • Weights *
*
3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

(253) 759-4262

iGame Store
2012 S 320th #A, Federal Way WA
(253) 946-2553
Across from SeaTac Mall

Roleplaying Games
Network PC Gaming
In-store Gaming Tables

Come Play!

Maonria
Like it or not, you couldn't escape this
enlightened one in 1998. And for the first
time in years, the mi.isic followed. So
now she's praising electronica with a
bindi? Who cares? After all, you're frozen when you're heart's not open.

best Soundtrack
"The Wedding Singer"
The '80s are hot right now, so don't
fight it. This collection beats out the
"City of Angels" soundtrack for a consistency both with the movie and in itself. Face it, "Iris" can only tug your
heartstrings for so long. It's mopey. Get
happy with Mr. Sandier, and you'll be
dancing to some of the best stuff the decade had to offer.

best Dand
Sunny Day Real Estate

K's Choice, "believe"

Honora1le Mention

Artist of the Year

4..

The reunited Seattle foursome creates
some of the most soaring, breathtaking
soundscapes you'll ever hear, and somehow makes it seem effortless.

best New Artist
Marcy Playground
Okay, so their album actually came out
in '97 instead of '98, but this was definitely Marcy's year. It's about time we
get a dose of fresh talent whose music is

actually understated enough that it glows
on you as it flows. Instead of getting old
fast, it actually gets better every time you
listen to it.

best Doy 5anc1
ackstreet boys
Forget those faceless wannabes 'N
Sync. And enough with the body builders on top of the Golden Gate Bridge. As
their stirring performance on MTV's Total Request showed, the Backstreet Boys
are keeping it real for teenage girls everywhere. Accept no imitations, ladies,
Backstreet is where it's at.

iggest
Disappointment
R.E.M., "Up"
It used to be that you could always
count on R.E.M. for a guaranteed
ground-breaking miracle. In these paradoxical days of greatest hit collections
by trailblazers like US and Depeche
Mode (don't we feel old?), we need
R.E.M.'s vitality the most. With this one,
though, all we get is an hour of aimless
noodlings. It's okay to shy away from
singles, but at this rate, there won't be
any greatest hits.
What does it all add up to? Enough
bright spots to make up for the army of
Lilith divas, retro-swingers, and other delights our kids will surely use to embarrass us. At least it will be fun to see what
Manson comes up with for the
mi I leni urn.

Students display directing skills
CARA EVANS

Staff Writer
The Theatre Department will present
a series ofone-act plays on Monday, Dec.
7, and Tuesday, Dec. 8 at 5:00 p.m. The
performances will be held in the Norton
Clapp Theatre and will cost only $1.50
at the door. Each night six different oneacts will be performed, and each one will
be directed by a university student.
The student directors are part of the
Theatre Department's Directing Class,
and the one-act plays are the major assignment of the class. The students, who
are mostly juniors, select their own pieces
early on in the semester. For the majority
of the class the students are prepared in
all issues of directing. They learn how to
deal with staging problems, and learn
about the history of directing and how
the art form developed.
Towards the second half of the semester the students held their own auditions,
and prepared the format for these auditions as well. After auditions, the directors selected from about one hundred actors to choose the actors that they wanted
to take part in the one-acts. The directors
of the plays have spent the last four weeks
before the performances working closely
with the actors.

Professor John Rindo, who is teaching the directing class, emphasized the
importance of each student choosing his
or her own piece. He stated that, "Ther
[the students] must find a
reason to fall in love with
the play." The students are
asked to defend their plays,
and explain why each is imMonday, Usc. 7
portant and worth perform"Suicle in b-Flat"
ing. The students spend two
"Sringirig itAll back Home'
to three hours a day work"Tunnel of Love"
ing on their plays, so they
"27 Wagons Full of Cotton"
must choose one that they
"The Man Who Turned Into
have a passion for and it
a Stick"
"must speak to them in a
"The Actor's Nightmare"
personal way," adds Rindo.
Also, the plays chosen
Tuesday, Dec. &
must be up to par with uni"rrairie du Chien"
versity standards. Rindo
"Self-Torture and
comments, "The plays must
Strenuous Exercise"
be of sufficient challenging
"Cowboy Mouth"
nature to merit a perfor"The Lover"
mance by the university."
"A Chance Meeting"
There is much thought
"Not brain Surgeons"
and hard work put into these
one-act plays, and the performances are not likely to be disappointing. So allow yourself to put down the
books for a while and support the efforts
of your fellow students. After all, the cost
is but mere pocket change.

A&T
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History X' reflects humanistic side of neo=Nazi*

Movie
forces
viewers
to see
another
side of
motives
behind
racist
lifestyle

DwlGirr KERR

to listen. Director Tony Kaye is incredible in his first American feature, with
near-flawless commentary in his hauntWhile the holiday season box office is
ing photography and score. We are told
currently dominated by kiddie fare such
the story of Derek and his
•
as "Rugrats: The Movie" and Disney's evolution through flash"A Bug's Life," the movie you should backs eerily shot in black
really steer your attention towards
and white.
couldn'tbemoredifferent.Abouttheljfe
These scenes are easily the most
of a neo-Nazi, this movie is dark, bloody,
memorable and powerful parts of the
and disturbing.
film. In them, we watch Derek spout his
"American History X" stars Edward
highly opinionated arguments, slowly
Norton as Derek Vinyard, a full blown
self-destructing, and it is impossible to
skinhead who goes to prison for manforget the image of the heinous crime
slaughter, and comes out reformed with
which imprisoned him.
a new outlook on life. His problem lies
The film perfectly illustrates how
in trying to pull his
skinheads come about, and
younger brother (Edward The film effectively
includes many example arFurlong, "Terminator 2,"
guments about how mishows how a soul
Pecker from follownorities are the plague of
ing in his footsteps while hungry for a purpose society, and how white susalvaging his family
premacy is legitimized
Norton, who received can fall victim to
The rhetoric used by these
an Oscar nomination for propaganda.
brainwashers is filled with
his killer supporting role
oxymoronic accusations
in "Primal Fear," is in top form as the
of hypocrisy and false conclusions dewhite trash shit-kicker, who sports a huge rived from some very ignorant deducswastika tattoo over his heart and delivtions. Anyone with a brain cell can see
ers a horribly convincing rhetoric to any
their point. Anyone with a few more can
mindless rage-filled Aryan mind waiting
see that it's all bullshit.

Staff Writer

\'1\/T6

The film effectively shows how a
soul hungry for a purpose can fall
victim to the propaganda, and herein
lies a rather difficult issue. Is it re:
ally kosher to try and empathize with a skinhead?
The idea made me uncomfortable, as I've always thought that skinheads deserved nothing more than two to the
back of the head, and anyone who
thought otherwise deserved the
same treatment.
But the film opens up the world
of the current neo-Nazi wannabe 4w
revolution like no other, showing us
that some of these guys are victims
rather than instigators, and no matter what we think of them, they are
a part of our, history. I had a serious
problem with the ending, as it
seemed ratherrushed and unjust but
perhaps it points to why Tony Kaye
j
is currently suing New Line Cinema
and the Director's Guild of America
for not removing his name from the film
as he requested.

JkLov

)

RATING

"American History X" is now
showing at General Cinemas'
Lincoln Plaza, located at
South 38th and 1-5

A&E EVENTS CALENDAR
THURS I 3rd

Organ at Noon
Christmas works
by Bach
Kilworth Chapel
12:05 p.m., free

Zoo Lights
Point Defiance Zoo
through Jan. 3
Ben and Jerry House
Discussion ofJames
Joyce's "The Dead"
w/ Cherry Garcia
7:00 p.m.
1114 N. Lawrence

U

I

"Looking at People
Looking atArt"
Frye Art Museum
through Jan. 31
(lecture on Dec. 3)
(206) 6229250

SAT! 5th
FRI I 4th

1

Mistletoast Dance
w/ swing dancing
and carriage rides
UPS Marshall Hall

rn

Dead or Alive
through Dec. 5
The Fenix
$8 advance

Ik

U
[L1
1

Sounds of the Season
Tacoma Symphony
J Orchestra
Pantages Theatre
8:00 p.m.

Tricky Whale
DV8
7:00 p.m., $20
Fairy Tale Dances
Dance Theatre NW
Temple Theatre
7:00 p.m., $6-$12

SUN /6th
Boston Pops
Eslanade Orchestra
Tacoma Dome
$19.50-$45.50

16thAnnual Festival
ofLessons and Carols
Adeiphian Concert
Choir and Madrigal
Singers, 7:00 p.m.
Kilworth Chapel

MON I 7th
UPS studentdirected one-acts
Norton-Clapp
Theatre
5:00 p.m., $1.50
Also on Tues. Dec. 8
Depeche Mode &
Stabbing Westward
Key Arena
8:00 P.M.
$32.5 0-$39.50

TUES I 8th
2 Skinee J's &
incubus
RKCNDY
8:00 p.m., $8

"Amahi and the
Night Visitors"
Eastside Foursquare
Church
through Dec. 12, $5

.

WEDS I 9th
:

Peter Bacho book
talk and singing
Tac. Public Library,
downtown branch
6:30 p.m.
The End's Deck the
Hall Ball
Key Arena
5:00 p.m., $31.50

THURS /10th
Chris Isaak
Mercer Arena
8:00 P.M.
$2l.50-$37.50
All bold-face events take place
in Tacoma. Unless othen4'ise
noted, all other events take
place in Seattle.
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gifts

Money saving tips fc,

Mom

Are you in a fix when the hol
not decorating the Christmas
Days of Christmas", or compo,
it's choosing the right gifts fo
lege student's budget Here
assist you in pleasing your lo
bank account

Every Mom will love anything that their
child makes especially for her. This p0tentially cuts costs to nothing if you have
•# •. •
all of the necessary items in your room.
(If you don't, just borrow them indefi01
nitely from a neighbor. People are less
likely to turn you in for petty theft during the holidays).
First of all, you can always paint or draw a picture for
your mother. If you're not the artist type, simply take a
picture of something. If you have time to get together
with the rest of the family, family portraits are always a
favorite. Regardless, make the gift special and put it in a
frame. Frames are inexpensive yet they add so much.
With Target so close to campus, there is no excuse for an
unframed gift.

(

/

Friends
Remember that your friends are in a fix also. As
to avoid spending money on you, they aren't exp
gifts in return. Make them posters. Steal signs fo
most anything can be made a special gift for a fri
they're friends. If you get down to the last minute
haven't purchased your friends gifts, find out who
favorite songs are, buy some blank tapes, and tap
few songs from the radio. Wrap it up in a nice litt
package and you have a perfectly inexpensive and
perfectly illegal gift.

Prof
Take advantage of the "Take your Prof to
Lunch" deal. All of our profs love to spend
time with us, regardless of your attitude and
standing in the class. The lunch is not only
free, but it also gives you a little time to make a
good impression. An impression that may inspire an "A" on your report card. If you don't
el comfortable spending lunchtime alone with your
f, consider buying them at least a card.

Sibli
Depending on the age, sibling
can't make them anything, beca
that trick and you can't buy the
anything within the budget pro
If you can't con the brother or s
gift giving rule this year, then b
ticket. Explain that you were at
in the future. This gift is only a
consider the popularity of the T
the age of five he/she would by
Teletubbies video.

12.3S

Teatt4res

9

Ut
he broke gift-givers
iy season rolls around? No,
e, or memorizing the "Twelve
g a detailed Santa wish list.
1.1 your loved ones with a col
few suggestions that may
F ones without draining your

!;weetheart
scheming
xpensive
walls. Alit's why
u still

This area requires a little more time and thought. If you are currently happy with the relationship you are in, the right gift may be
vital. Find out exactly what he or she wants and then adapt it to your
budget. Remember that you can make tons of things at home. If you're
creative, poetry is free. There are plenty of meaningful things that you can do
without spending tons of money. For instance, girls always love flowers. Guys probably won't be too impressed with flowers, but you can try. Also, remember that you
don't necessarily have to buy anything at all. A romantic evening, a spontaneous trip,
any type of adventure that will create fond memories is competely acceptable.

fA

tough. You
y already know
ling, because
n't on their list.
:o abolishing the
/her a lottery
to ensure a comfortable life
and you never know. Also
ies. If your sibling is under
le taped television aired

Dad
Dads aren't usually as sentimental as moms, which means that making him some sort of craft is out of the question. The best and cheapest
idea for Dad is to give him something edible. This doesn't have to be
store bought. Everyone likes home-made food, and
the best part is, Mom should have all the ingredients in the cupboards that you'll need
for the old man's gift. If not, buy some
oven baked cookies from the SUB and
swipe the meal card. Be careful not to
prepare the baked good too far in advance, I VOL AL
howver, for freshness maintenance. If you
Dad isn't too hot on baked goods, Sears is
two exits up I-5, you could probably find a
power tool on .sale.

e
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Runners impress at Nationals
CHRISTY OWEN

Staff Writer

Activities for your winter break
Wondering what to do over the break with a lack of
classes and homeworks? Here arejust a few ideas for those
of you wanting more than four weeks on the sofa.
If you are staying in the Tacoma-area, then head to some
professional sports. The Tacoma Sabercats are one of the
best in the West Coast Hockey League and offer great
excitement for little cost.
While the NBA may not be playing, the women
professonal leagues are in full-action. The ABL has two
teams located in the Northwest with the Seattle Reign and
Portland Power.
For amatuer adventurists, there will be a men's and
women's basketball tournament here at UPS, the annual
Holiday Classic. High schools are also starting up basketball, wrestling, and swimming seasons.
Finally, don't forget about getting active yourself and
hitting the mountains. Crystal Mountain, Snoqualmie Pass,
and Mt. Baker all offer great skiing and snowboarding.

Baseball players raking in
cash from free agent signings
The baseball diamonds may be inactive during the winter months but major league pocketbooks certainly aren't.
In the past several weeks numerous players have cashed
in on their performances last season by signing contracts
as free agents. This winter alone 39 players have signed
contracts totaling over $800 million.
Some of the biggest contracts:
• Bernie Williams: 7 years, $87.5 million (Yankees)
Mo Vaughn: 6 years, $80 million (Angels)
• Mike Piazza: 7 years, $91 million (Mets)
• Albert Belle: 5 years, $65 million (Orioles)
• Randy Johnson: 4 years, $52.5 million (Diamondbacks)
• Rafael Palmeiro: 5 years, $45 million (Rangers)
There are also some prime players who have not yet
signed with a new team. This list includes Padres pitcher
Kevin Brown, Blue Jays outfielder Jose Canseco, and Red
Sox pitcher Steve Avery.

The UPS cross country teams raced at
the NAIA National meet in Kenosha, WI
on Nov. 21. The women's team finished
in 3rd place while the men's team finished in 14th.
The women, ranked third, faced tough
competition against Simon Fraser and
Malone College of Ohio. SFU won the
event with a meet record 22 points.
Malone College finished with 146 and
UPS with 157.
"We knew Simon Fraser was going to
be tough, and they really stepped up at
Nationals this time" stated Sheri
Goodwin. "We had some good finishes
though, Dana Boyle and Dana Murray
ran excellent races for us."
Freshman Dana Boyle completed the

Davis' title

.00

me_Q

Staff Writer
Without question, the most dominant
force in the NFL this year has been the
Superbowl Champion Denver Broncos.
With a record of 12-0, it's little surprise
they clinched the AFC West Division title
so early in the season.
The Broncos are a blasphemously potent offensive force, averaging more than
33 points a game. Division rival San Diego Chargers have scored more than
twenty points once this season. John
Elway is as intelligent and efficient as
ever and the defense is nasty. Spearheading the Broncos success, though, has
been running back Terrell Davis.
Davis is on a pace to eclipse 2,000
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ham, Micah Grigonis, Sam Berg, Brian
Mulry, and Ben Mangrum all competed
in the event as well.
"The race was a little disappointing.
We had expected to break into the top
ten," stated Davis.
Several Loggers earned honors as AllAmericans. For the women, Boyle,
Goodwin, and Murray were elected to
receive All-American honors while
Davis was named a men's All-American.
The women's team loses four seniors
for 1999. "We'll be a young team with
one senior, no juniors and many sophomores," said Patterson "It will definitely
be different."
The men's squad expects to return a
seasoned team, losing just one senior
with strong upperclassmen returning.
"Next year will feature different teams
at Nationals since we will be a Division
III school," said Davis.

rushing yards this season. He is on a pace
to amass 2,084, just 31 shy of Eric
Dickerson's all-time record of 2,105.
Davis is on a pace to shatter the season
touchdown record, as well.
This offers up an interesting dilemma.
The decision to allow Davis to pursue
this rushing title, despite their ensured
playoff standing, is something that I think
the Broncos have approached incorrectly
and it also reflects a disappointing trend
in professional football. There is far too
much emphasis on individuality.
The Broncos should be playing their
third-stringers from here on out, no matter what titles stand to be eclipsed. Coach
Mike Shanahan should never risk Davis'
health (Davis' health = Broncos' health)
for the rushing title. Just last week the

49ers Bryant Young, one of the best lineman in the league, broke his leg in the
waning minutes of a romp over the hapless New York Giants. There was no reason for him to be playing that late in a
game that no longer mattered, and now
the Niners must pay the price.
The goal in the NFL should be to will
the Super Bowl. Period. Not to generate
MVP hype or etch your name in a Sports
Almanac, but to will the whole enchilada.
The Broncos are guetting cocky. I understand that when a team is in the limelight they must take advantage of it because few teams last long at the top.
While national attention equals big bucks
for ballclubs, these.needs must not be satiated to the detriment of the team's
chances for winning the Super Bowl.

Men"s hoops off to sluggish start
SARA PAYNE

Staff Writer
The men's basketball team played a strong game against St.
Martin's College last Wednesday, but fell short of the win.
UPS chalked the 100-78 loss to Northwest College up to
experience and focused on their next game against St. Martin's.
Unfortunately, they dropped to a 0-2 record after last
Wednesday's game, but the 9 1-82 score reflects the improvement from game one to game two. The Loggers managed to
cut the point margin in half in a matter of only two days.
The Loggers gave St. Martin's a run for their money. In
fact, at halftime, UPS only trailed by three
DINGs
points. The Loggers shot an impressive 42
0-2
percent from the field with eight different
NWC 0
players scoring. "Wejust a few plays away

F
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25:56 time for 45th place. Robert Gra-

run may be Broncos" downfall

JASON JAKAITIS
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5K course in a time of 17:33 for a second place finish overall. Goodwin placed
10th in 18:15 and Murray captured 27th.
Sara Campbell, Kyra Patterson, Jessica
Phillips, and Katie Danielson all competed for the Loggers and contributed to
the third place finish.
"It was not my best time for a race,
but I felt that I raced my hardest," said
Goodwin. "It was my last season at UPS
and my second trip to Nationals."
"It was a good experience for us freshmen" commented Patterson. "There were
a lot of runners and the competition was
well spread out over the course."
The UPS men held their ranking as
well. They began and finished the meet
in fourteenth. Life University of Georgia took the men's title with 41 points.
Junior Dave Davis finished in 7th
place for the men with a time of 24:48
on the 8K course. Davis was followed
by Logger Chris Gosset who clocked a

DRAFT

from the lead," said Niehi.
Two players standing out against St. Martin's were Rashad
Norris and Mike Miller, with 28 and 21 points respectively.
Rashad Norris has emerged this season as one of the strongest assets to the team. Last year Rashad averaged 10.3 points
per game but has more than doubled that number so far this
year, averaging 24.5 points. He also leads the team in free
throws and shooting percentage.
The Loggers kick off their NWC season this weekend when
they face both Whitman College and Whitworth University.

The old vs. the youngin the
annual UPS Alumni Game.
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Swimmers keep winning

LOGGER
PROFILE

JULIE STATON

LINE
For a coinpi etC ichedule
alit!! athletic cccliii, pa
up a pocAei ,ichedule iii
the athletic office.

Asst. Sports Editor
The Logger men's and women's swim
teams defeated the swimmers of Linfield
College in Oregon on Nov. 21. Both
UPS teams performed well, winning by
large margins in the final team scores.
For the women, freshman Carla Fellez
scored important team points, taking
first place in both the 200m individual
medley and the lOOm backstroke.
Kyle Sexton took first in the lOOm
backstroke, and came from behind for
the win in the 200m freestyle. Lance
Craig also did well, winning the 500m
freestyle and the 200m individual medly.
UPS will swim again at Linfield this
weekend in the Northwest Invitational.

Kristen Booth
Ile

z

Logger Kyle Sexton prepares for the start of
the butterfly event in UPS's dual victory
against Lin field on Nov. 21.

HOOPS

-Scorn LEONARD & JULIE STATON

beastrong part of the Loggers' inside

"We're coming together really well
Sports Ed. & Asst. Sports Ed.
so far this year," said Vanni. "We're
right where we want to be with our
The UPS women's basketball team is
goals right now and we are only gooff to a fast start this season. The Loging to improve from where we are at."
ger women have won each of their two
The rest of the starting squad will
games, both non-conference contests, by
be filled out by Karen Hansen at post,
handy margins.
Allison Miller at guard, and Con
The Loggers took down Evergreen
Takesue at point guard.
State College on Nov. 21, 61Key players from off the
42. They followed up with an- 1998 STANDINGS bench will include juniors
OVERALL 2-0
other convincing win, a 69-55
Erin Peterson and Jana Dorn.
NWC 00
victory over Concordia College
Peterson came through in
of Portland.
several important games last
This year the Loggers showcase the
year for the Loggers, proving her abiliplay of senior Kristina Goos at the shootties as a student athlete in both softing guard position. Goos led the team
ball and basketball.
lastyearin scoring and was voted to secThere is a new addition to the
ond-teani All-NCIC.
coaching ranks for UPS this seasonSuzy Barcomb makes her coaching
UPS also boasts the play of freshman
Julie Vanni. After the first two games
debut, replacing Beth J. Bricker.
this season, Vanni already leads the team
Goos and Miller are the only returnin rebounds, field-goal percentage, and
ing starters from last year's squad that
is tied for most points. Vanni figures to
went to nationals.

The PSSports
Department
would like to
wib each and
every student
athlete happy
boliday!
izood luck in your
events over the

Dec. 4
Whitworth

-

Sport: Swimming
Year: Junior
High School: Littleton High School—Littleton, Colorado
Major: Communications
Favorite Role Model: Stringy Irwin, high school swim

Loggers start season on right foot
•A' LI

"Success is not
the result of
spontaneous
combustion, you
must set yourself
on fire."
—Reggie Leach

coach—"He is a great motivator who knows how to get the
best results out of his athletes."
Most Motivational Teammate: Lainey Mathews
BiggestAchievement in Swimming: National Title in the 400
Individual Medley (1997)
Superstition: Paints her nails before every meet.
Opinion of the NBA Lockout: "It's a joke. It's a bunch of
selfish people—players and administrators—who should give
all their money to amateur sports."

44—
We're
coming
together

Men's
Basketball

College
@ Spokane, WA
8:00 p.m.
Dec. 5
Whitman
College
@ Walla Walla,
Washington
8:00 p.m.
Dec. 9
Willamette
University

@UPS
8:00 P.M.
Dec. 18-19
Holiday Classic

@UPS

really well
so far this
year.

PARIS '99
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Celebrating our 20th anniversary in providing

right where

American quality summer education.

we want to

Over 100 courses
S U M M E R French Immersion
PROGRAMS ArtHistory

be... We
are only

Acting for Film. Filmmaking

g oin g to

Cultural Excursions

improve

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PARIS

from where

Summer Programs, Room 2200
102, rueSt. Dominique, 75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14 Fax (33/1) 4062 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414
Email: summer@aup.fr

we are at.
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Women's
Basketball
Dec. 4
Whitworth
College
@ Spokane, WA
6:00 p.m.
Dec.5
Whitman
College
@ Walla Walla,
Washington
6:00p.m.
Dec. 9
Willamette
University

@UPS

YOU

aw
*1,

packed

0

6:00p.m.

.

Now is the time to get
ready for next year.
EptLight. Hair Removal System. One treatment every six
to v.'kr wccL. Three or four treatments average. Plan ahead
and call for free consultation. Gift Certificates available.

Dec. 18-19
Holiday Classic

@ UPS
4:00p.m.
Dec. 28-30
UC-San Diego
Basketball
Classic
@ San Diego,
California

Swimming

J. Antonio Garcia, M.D.

aesthetics

223 North K Street Suite B, Tacoma, WA 9
Office Hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm

Dec. 4-5
Northwest
Invitational
@ McMinnville,
Oregon
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Trail misrepresents message of inspiring theatre speaker Dietz

I

For two and a half months, the entire
theatre department has been buzzing
about the impending arrival of new playwright/director Stephen Dietz to our
campus. For me, a theatre major and aspiring actor and playwright, his miniresidency was a huge event. I went to
every lecture Dietz gave—four total, all
of which were open to the public—and
found a way to
have coffee with I came away)
him as well. I took
pages and pages of lecture under
notes, on everylove for the at
thing from his
great successes great hope an
"Lonely
like
and in its future.
Planet"
"Rocketman" to
his great disappointments from the first
play he ever wrote to the children's play
he is currently directing in Seattle.
Needless to say, I was significantly inspired. Dietz was articulate, intelligent,
straightforward, honest, and encouraging. For those of us who know theatre
intimately, these are not qualities that
many in the industry reflect. Too often
we hear people in professional theatre tell
us that they no longer feel like artists, or
worse, that they don't even enjoy their
work anymore. Dietz told us the opposite. He is living proof that after twenty
years as a professional theatre-maker, it
is possible for someone to remain happy
with his craft.
It would be easy to assume that he
stays happy because of his success, but

he didn't project that at all. He remains
happy because he loves what he does, as
brutal and heart-breaking as theatre can
be at times, and because he believes in
what he does for a living. In this age, I
find that quality increasingly rare.
Dietz is not tainted by fame. He told
us that he still works just as hard as he
did when he began, and that each play
he creates is just as
difficult as the first
3m Dietz '
one. He told us
inding his
about the vitality
of the theatre
and the
about its energy,
belief he has about the life that
it, as a medium,
contains. When
Dietz said, "I believe the theatre is dying," he meant that
the theatre is alive, and like all living
entities, it is on a path toward some kind
of death.
The Trail, in its account of the lecture,
used the above quote without any kind
of context. For someone who did not hear
him speak, this would clearly imply that
Dietz is pessimistic about the future of
theatre. I came away from the lecture understanding his love for his medium, and
understanding the great hope and belief
he has in its future. He said that the theatre is dying because everything on this
earth is dying. He used a parallel to our
lives to keep us from being intimidated
by theatre. He used those words to encourage us, the students of theatre, who
will soon go out into the "real world."

"Don't wait for the theatre to come to
you," he told us."Make it your inheritance." In my mind, it was clear he was
saying, "it is your responsibility as a generation to keep the theatre alive. Otherwise, it will die."
Stephen Dietz was and is a great inspiration to me. His visit to campus not
only encouraged me about my choice of
majors, but encouraged me about my life
to come. He embodied everything I, as a
theatre-maker, aspire to be, and I know
for a fact that most, if not all, of the department feels this way.
But his lecture was not for theatre
majors alone. What truly made Dietz's
residency important was the fact that it
crossed departmental lines. Over and
over, he referred to the importance and
necessity of every member of every theatrical performance, including the audience. "There would be no theatre if there
was no one to perform it for," he told us.
"When the audience comes in, we get to
tell them what theatre will be tonight, but
they get to tell us if it is worth it."
I encourage the university to continue
to bring in members of the theatrical
community, and I encourage The Trail
to publish accounts of their visits that do
them justice. At the level of inspiration
that Stephen Dietz hit with so many of
us, I would be embarrassed to show him
the tiny blurb that was printed in The
Trail about his visit. That's not fair to
any of us.
Sincerely,
Laura K. Heywood

Vhat',s

tijyou w7ant tht-5
V["ter break ?
"A nice candle-lit
dinner with Susan
Resneck Pierce."

—Mark Marshall-

of

"The end this
academic hell!"
NMI

Brock-

Jennifer Love
Hewitt."

High number of core requirements prevent in-depth learning
Recently Dianna Woods let loose an
anti-cores scream which I know often
reverberates across campus from the
throats of frustrated students. I admit to
being one of those students. As I would
like to effect more than the removal of
dust from the periodicals in Library 9, I
am writing this as a modification of my
scream so that the reasoned argument
behind it may be heard by those who control the core requirements—our profs.
I'm here to major in history and minor in English and then get certified (I
hope) in both so that I can teach at the
secondary level. Was I inspired to this
noble pursuit by my high school teachers? Hardly. My APEuro History teacher
said that Henry VIII had no children and
my English teacher said she didn't understand Shakespeare so we wouldn't
worry about him too much, he's just too
difficult. Now, I'm not as thoroughly ignorant as either of them, but the cores
are preventing me from being the sort of
teacher that would replace students' ignorance with love and understanding of
all cultures through the study of history
and literature.
It's a cycle. Liberal arts schools produce poor teachers because the cores prevent adequate study in any one field.
These teachers provide education of very
low quality. They do their best, but they
never took the course on the glorious
reign of Elizabeth I, my hero and the off-

spring of Henry VIII. Their students then
come to college with a poor education
so the school tries to make up for that by
requiring a wide array of cores. And the
cycle of ignorance is perpetuated.
Students often point out that I am a
willing participant in this system; I chose
to come to a liberal
arts school. Where Liberal arts s
else can I go for an
education in his- produce poor
tory and English?
preventing ac
Math and science
people have the in any one fie
option of specialized schools. I can do nothing but go to
a high quality liberal arts school and try
to change the cycle before I produce a
whole new generation of high school
grads who understand no culture other
than their own.
I do understand the profs' efforts, misguided as they are, to instill in students
the knowledge for a framework necessary to analyze society's, the government's, and scientists' values as well as
personal values. The cores do not succeed in their purpose in these areas, but
any good high school history course
should assume the students' abilities to
analyze these values.
I hope I have explained that the only
solution to the cycle of ignorance is to
produce some teachers with greater
knowledge in their field. I volunteer. I

will be one of those teachers who understands enough history to ask not only the
memorization of facts forgotten ten minutes after the test, but a comparison of
the mindset and values of the medieval
Italian merchant with those of a nineteenth century English businessman and
those of a twentycentury
first
wols
American CEO. I
will try to produce
eachers by
students whose
quate study
understanding, appreciation, and
i.
tolerance of all
people will make the future proof that
there is hope for America.
Please stop preventing this by filling
my schedule with cores. They can't make
up for what high school should have
been. Let college be what it should be,
the pursuit of higher education in the students' areas of interest. The cycle will
be broken. I and other future teachers will
do our best to supply colleges with students who have solid educations based
on analysis and comparative values.
Thanks,
Anna Rhodes
Editor's note: Miss Rhodes and Miss
Woods agree that the number of core requirements should be reduced; however;
the rest of the above statements are the
opinions of Miss Rhodes only.

the O1C

—Andy Petterson-

"I just want to he
accepted.
—Cazi-

"A moped with a
sidecar and a horn
with handlebar
streamers and a
beautitlil Italian lover!"
—Jen Vetternian and Erin
Hardy-

"A flight to Europe."
—Lisa BloomquistPhotos by R. Ratner
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Infonned decisions on joining Greek system
I decided to pledge

Why I didn't pledge

Scorr LEONARD
Contributing Editor

DIANNA WooDs

Upon our return to campus in January, that mysterious time of the year will
begin again. No, not Halloween or Arbor Day–we just had those holidays. I'm
talking about Rush, when students decide if they want to join a fraternity or
sorority, or remain an independent.
Now before you blow off this article,
just give me a few minutes and I'll do
my darndest to convince you that going
through Rush and joining a Greek house
can actually be a good idea.
Ill start by saying Greek life is not
suited for everyone. I know plenty of
people who are perfectly happy living the
independent life. But there are also many
others who make unfounded assumptions
regarding the Greek system and miss out
on lots of rewarding experiences.
Greek organizations offer a number of
opportunities that cannot truly be obtained by staying independent.
First off, becoming a Greek lets you
meet tons of people you would not normally meet. Houses interact so much that
before long you practically know everyone in every house.
Not that one can't meet people without being Greek. Anyone can meet new
people. But there is no doubt in my mind
that I would never have made so many
good friends without the medium of the
Greek system.
Plus, where else can one go to organized socials like formal dances or weekend trips? Trips to Whistler or a ball at
the MTarriot are typical annual events for
Greek houses.
People constantly clamor about the
lack of school spirit at UPS. But they fail
to see the spirit built into the Greek system. Who consistently competes in
school events such as Homecoming, and
Spring Weekend? The Greek houses.
An aspect of Greek life which many
forget to consider is the great connections
one makes. I often meet members of my
fraternity who attended different schools.
I've had a doctor who was a brother treat

me two summers ago, worked with another brother this past summer, and discovered many others in unlikely places.
Members of Greek houses share an
association with brothers or sisters across
the nation. It's amazing how a simple
connection can turn a stranger into a newfound friend, but it happens all the time.
You probably still have your doubts,
but that's okay. I've heard them before
and they are all good arguments. Good,
but not necessarily true.
"You're just buying your friends."
Dues are an inconsequential part of
Greek life. Some may feel they are high,
but someone has to pay for the trips to
Whistler, the dances and receptions, the
composite picture, and other activities.
These are things like a fraternity's night
at the hockey game, the sorority's weekend retreat to the beach, and the fees to
national headquarters and the school.
"The friends you'll make aren't truly
friends since you'll probably find half of
them annoying." Anytime you put sixty
to one hundred people together you are
bound to get some personality clashes.
These are people you do not normally
meet. Also, not being able to run away
from clashes teaches you how to deal
with people different from you and how
to work things out with others.
"It's a bunch of elitists sitting around
drinking." Yes, Greeks do get to choose
who joins their houses. But who doesn't
decide who they live with? While a person may not be received by one house,
they are likely tobe received at another
where they are a better fit.
And, yes, Greeks are known to drink.
But people with and without a Greek af filiation drink. I know many Greeks who
choose not to drink, and their decisions
are respected by others in the houses. Being Greek doesn't mean being drunk.
There are lots of reasons to go Greek
in January. And there are lots of reasons
not to go Greek. But befdre you make
up your mind to join a house or not, give
Rush a try and make an informed dcciCu::

Opinions Editor
My freshman year, I came back from
winter break a few days before classes
started. I had no real reason to stay home
for too much longer and I knew the dorm
would be a nice quiet atmosphere, where
I could collect my thoughts before the
new semester. That was pretty much true.
There were actually quite a few residents
back in my hall, but I didn't see much of
them. They were rushing. "Why didn't
you join them?" you ask. Well, for many
reasons.
The first reason I didn't rush was because I knew that after my freshman year
I was going to live in a house. No more
of this dorm crap for me. I wanted a bedroom of my own, a full kitchen with my
own pots and pans, my own living room.
I wanted to be able to shower in a room
all by myself. I wanted the finer things
in life.
On the other hand, I think there is really not much reason to join a Greek
house, unless you are going to live in
the house. Obviously then, the Greek
house is not for me. Not only would it
be a continuation of the dorm, but it
would be worse. It would be all girls.
And no offense against girls—after all,
I'm one of them—but I never wanted to
live with fifty other women.
The second reason I chose not to rush
is financial. Like I said above, I would
not become a Greek unless I was going
to live in the house, and if I lived in the
house, I would be paying for university
housing. Having lived off-campus now
for a while, I know how much cheaper
it is than living on-campus. For many of
us, this is a real concern. So maybe some
of my friends are rushing and it would
be really nice to be in the same house as
them, but I have to be realistic. I will
save a lot of money living off-campus.
On top of the cost of living in Greek
housing is the cost of dues. If you join a
fraternity you'll pay about an average of
400 u. yea:. hor s rr:tics

higher—averaging around $600 a year.
These dues go toward several house
costs, including insurance, national
membership fees, and to subsidize events
like a trip to Whistler or a formal dance.
This seems like an excessive amount of
money to pay though to go on a trip, or
to a get drunk on a fancy boat in my
fancy clothes. $600 a year really adds
up in the end, and could most likely be
spent in better places.
Now, some of you might be asking
why I think it's not worth it to be Greek
unless you live in the house. You see, I
don't really feel that there is much authority or tradition left in a Greek name.
There used to be, I'm quite sure of that,
but today being Greekjust doesn't hold
much water. These days the Greek systern has received bad press nationally
and soroities and fraternities really have
to do something special to be able to
break free from the negative image. Unfortunately, I have not been especially
impressed with what our system has
done to date. I would certainly hope,
though, that houses will take this as a
challenge and really work to increase
your contributions to our community.
In the November 19 issue of The Trail
the Features section covered rush, and
for the fraternities, featured some of their
famous alumni. It was pretty neat, but
mostly reminded me of a beer commercial. Join Phi Delta Theta and you too
can walk on the moon. Have you always
wanted to be Indiana Jones? Then become a Sigma Nu. Yes, Harrison Ford
was a Sigma Nu, but that doesn't mean
all Sigma Nus will be anywhere near as
suave as Harry. I need to know what the
Greek system can really offer me.
There are some benefits to beine
Greek. I would have a guaranteed ticke
to the parties, and I could get a whol
hell of a lot more scholarships, but
could achieve both those goals in othe
ways. If I keep my ears open and I ca:.
find out where the party on Alder is going to he this weekend. I could become

Profanity on posters di's-honors school
JARED EARLES

Staff Writer
"No mud, No lies, NO BULLSHIT." These
are the words plainly written on two different
campaign posters for Sven Melville which hang
in Marshall Hall. It neither surprises nor offends
inc to see profanity on the UPS campus. I didn't
even notice when I first read the sign. Then I
looked around the SUB to see men wearing suits,
a girl eating with her mother, and remembered
reading all the signs when I visited as a prospective student. Is this really how we want to
represent our campus? Is it prudent for our potential leadership (Melville was a candidate for
ASUPS Senator at Large in the special elections
held on Dec. 1) to display this message in the
most populated sector of campus?
The answer is a resoundiqg
Tie are sevi a i reasons for this. First, it's important to understand what profanity is from a speech perspective. Profanity is speech meant for two dis-

tinct situations: 1) colloquial conversation, and
2) situations of extreme emotion where no other
word can possibly suffice. I don't think that this
situation is either of those.
While Melville's message is to the student (in
fact, his motto is "a vote for the student body"),
I think he uses the wrong forum to make his
point. What he perhaps does not understand is
that Marshall Hall is not visited only by the campus community. Anyone can gain access without hindrance. Parents often take time to eat with
their college children, prospective students see
the SUB both on tours and for their own dining,
and any other campus visitor can often drop by
the SUB for an inexpensive snack.
Melville's message is only appropriate to the
campus community, but by placing these signs
in Marshall Ha!, tt ijSiead conveyed to a much
broader audience. Very simply, this reflects
negatively on the university, the students, and
most notably, the student leadership. We can perhaps be viewed as irreverent, profane, or per-

haps outright vulgar. I think it's of further importance that the author of this profane propaganda is a candidate for office. This cannot have
a positive effect on an outside audience.
I will say that I'm proponent number one of
free speech. I do believe Melville has dishonored and disgraced the university and each of
us as part of the campus community though.
Sven, I think you should take the signs out of
Marshall Hall. Perhaps you could put them up
in dorms or the Union Ave. housing. This way,
the main audience will be the campus community, rather than a mix of the campus community and non-campus members.
Another option would be to make new signs.
I think you can still get the message out that
Vol-] watt to iepresent the people without using
profanity and displaying it in a public place. The
current situation is an embarrassment to the campus and indicates that you are not the type of
person who should be entrusted with acting on
the students' behalf.
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Easy lifestyle unfulf iffling Christmas, Chanukah
MARIEKE STEUBEN

Layout Editor

Convenience is an important thing
people look for in their lives. Whatever
it is we're planning on doing, convenience is a necessary ingredient. We must
be able to do something quickly, easily,
and comfortably or else we simply won't
bother. What we don't realize is that
we're fooling ourselves.
Our desire for convenience restricts us
from experiencing much variety in life.
We immediately reject any project that
requires more effort and thought than we
feel we can spare. For this reason, we
wait until the last possible minute to start
a paper (or do laundry) and eat the same
canned soup or pasta from a box for dinner every night.
Convenience is a lie. We tell it to ourselves to absolve our feelings of guilt
about not fulfilling every duty imposed
on us. This lie allows us to forget that
things can be done in different ways outside of habit or routine. This lie tempts
us to choose the mundane over the
memorable, just because it's easier.
With our busy end-of-semester schedule, we all look for ways to get the petty
details of life out of the way in five minutes or less. Hence, the ramen noodle diet
or wearing the same clothes every day.
But along come holiday disruptions, family emergencies, or annoying things like
birthdays. These events always seem to
come along at the worst possible time.
Since there are so many other things
to do, I find myself wishing that things
could happen more conveniently. Everything doesn't have to happen all at once.
But these thoughts are ridiculous. Christmas comes only once a year, and it's not

as if it snuck up on us without warning.
Of course, it's all the other urgent, unforeseen life details that make the end of LrC f ey, b L4
the semester holiday season so tricky. We
COLL
need some perspective when we look at
VAJ
that giant list of things to do. Prioritizing can only get you so far.
N
\IA
How silly to wish that events or holidays could be more conveniently placed!
This is the same absurdity that created
"Presidents' Day" in honor of our two
most revered leaders who have birthdays
on the wrong days of the week. If we
t
postponed Halloween until a day that
gave everyone enough time to go out and
find a costume, it would never happen.
The same thing with Christmas. Now
in college I'm more eager about having
a break from school than about Christmas itself. The effort of decorating, giftr. PAr2t i
giving, and baking is mind-boggling
when all I can think about is sleep. Yet
the thought of holiday fun is still in the
back of my mind, getting stomped down Oc'
-vvv;.
by more pressing thoughts about final papers and tests.
While some of us are leading lives
packed with more responsibilities than
we ever thought we could handle, we owe it to ourselves to spend our last bit
of effort making something good. Not ..'./
wishing that things were different, but
feeling satisfaction that our lives are so
full and we accomplish so much.
What are we waiting for? If you ever
thought that college was a way to bide
the time before the beginning of "real"
life, forget it. This is it! Homework, TV,
the easy routines of daily life probably
aren't the ingredients you'd choose for a
satisfying life. Think about it and let the
unpredictable and inconvenient hands of
fate push you around a bit.

u

f 1 f f'

abou.t familv celebration.
Dir

ferences and find a way to enjoy them.
So
house,
- every year, at my mother's
.
there is a Christmas tree and a
I've always found the Merry ChristChanukah menorah. When I've been
mas/Happy Holidays conflict quite inat my sister's house during Chanukah,
teresting. No one wants to offend I bring a menorah with me and I light
anyone, but at the same time, well, it
the candles.
just seems like too much crazy politiI don't mean to belittle the faith of
cal correctness. The reason I say this
Christians by saying what I do. I'm
is because, as a Jew with a non-Jew- quite sure that, for Christians, it is the
celebration of
ish, Christmas
Christ's birth
celebrating fam- Christmas is not so much
it
1'
fr,,ind
that it most imabout religion, asi ti s
nr,rtnt iiitfm
that for so many
ily is a big part of
of us in this about family.
Christianity too,
country, Christmas is not so much about religion as it so I'd hope everyone can understand
how and why my family and I choose
is about family.
For years my family has happily cel- to celebrate the way we do.
This is the first year in a long time
ebrated Christmas as a time for us all
to be together. It is an opportunity for that my family will not be going to
Boston for the holiday. We decided it
us to show our love, to exchange gifts
and to enjoy the beautiful things that would be nice for my brothers-in-law's
come along with Christmas, like families to get their share. We've been
hogging all the lovin' up until now.
Christmas trees and going to the BosStill, though, I will miss it all. And this
ton Pops' Christmas Eve concert
year Chanukah is so early that the only
(we've spent a lot of Chnstmases at my
person I can torture is my poor boysister's house in Boston).
friend who's not even Jewish. Poor
I also celebrate Chanukah (prohim—he's going to have to get eight
nounced ha-new-kaw, with a little
phiegmy thing on the ha) with my presents from me (thank goodness I cut
mother. She and I are the only Jewish up all my credit cards!).
Think about what the holidays mean
members of the family, and rather than
to you. I hope it's not about "what can
refuse to celebrate with the rest of the
family, we have just joined in. It's not I get?" but "how can I enjoy my family and those around me?" So Merry
a matter of "If you can't beat them, join
Chaunkah, Happy Christmas and have
them," but rather that as a family we
a nice Winter Break.
know how to accept each others' difWOODS
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Politics keep rolling as semester ends
I wrote about Washington HR Bill
3410
and its effects on migrant workPolitical Columnist
ers, Propositions 200 (affirmative acO.K.. so Monica still hasn't turned out tion) and 688 (raising the minimum
wage), and the Murray/Smith senate
to be the best thing for Clinton's presirace. The election is over, and although
dency, Clinton hasn't become very acnot all the ballot issues turned out the
tive internationally, Proposition 200
passed, we haven't had any more Gay way I voted, more people on campus
voted this year than any other year in
101's on campus, and the entire Colombia situation is still up in the air, but I my memory.
Next, after The Trail received a letter
still think it's been a pretty successful seregarding "Gay
mester for this col101's," I dove
umn.
Keep an eye on the news,
back into our UPS
I haven't been
bubble and wrote
right-on in all my and rememb 'r just how big
about the need for
predictions and the world is ( rside of our
dialogue with
appeals, and even
groups like UnUPS bubble.
wrote about Patty
derstanding SexuSmith, instead of
ality
to
fight
ignorance
and discriminaPatty Murray and Linda Smith, last Notion
on
our
campus.
vember. There's been goofs, but I've
To finish up the semester, I wrote
pointed out a few issues, and perhaps
even gotten you to think a little bit. Rais- about our policy towards Colombia, and
ing questions has been the main goal the peace efforts occurring despite our
drug war. Finally, I argued that the settlesince "Bursting the Bubble," this colment between eight states and the toumn, started last year.
bacco industryw as a losing deal for the
This semester, I've suggested that
people of the states, and a success for
Clinton could save his administration by
the industry.
focusing on international policy, but true
National and international news is
to form, he's failed miserably on that
easy
to miss or not think about, but with
front, choosing instead to focus on "business as usual," pretending that the im- just a little bit of effort, you can inform
yourself of events. With some research,
peachment hearings aren't a big deal.
BEN HEAVNER

it's not too hard to understand the pertinent issues. Spend an hour on the web
and learn why the war in Rwanda is going on, or why the Serbs and Croats continue fighting.
From Clinton's actions so far, it seems
that it only takes a modicum of work to
be more informed on foreign policy than
our president is. As Americans, that's
frightening. It's important to know what
we're complacently responsible for, as
our elected officials work with the rest
of the world.
School's about to be out for a month,
but international events will keep occur ring. We're all part of the world community, and it's important for us to what's
going on around us, so keep reading the
news while you're on vacation!
If you're curious about possible hot
spots or conspiracy theories, I suggest
that you keep an eye on Colombia. President Clinton and Defense Secretary
Cohen are suggesting that the Colombian
army needs further support to become a
modern and efficient narcotics fighting
force. That can't be good for the Colombian peaLe pr2ce5 or people.
All in all, I'm about ready to call it a
semester for this column. I'll be back in
the spring, but meanwhile, keep an eye
on the news, and remember how big the
world is outside of our UPS bubble.

In our last issue, Glenn Kuper's name was
misspelled. Also, the UPS Forensics Team was
mistakenly called the Forensics Honors Society. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused.
If you find an error in The Trail, please let us
know. You can call us at 756-3179 or email us at
trail@ups.edu .

The Trail is looking for a fe good people...
Open positions for next semester:
Advertising Manager
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinions Editor
Assistant A&E Editor
Graphics Editor
Come by WSC 011 for an application or call us at 756-3197.
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• PUGET SOUND'S EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALON
• BRAND NEW FACILITY with NEW EQUIPMENT
• WE SPECIALIZE in HIGH PERFORMANCE BEDS
• BUILT IN CD 5TEREOS in EACH CLEAN GUEST ROOM
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Grow your own wacky holiday pal
ANNA MCCALLISTER

Staff Writer
RACHEL RATNER

Assistant Opinions Editor
So, as the semester winds to a wintery close,
we must ask ourselves, in our sleep-deprived
inner monologues, "What shall I do with my
glorious break?" Shall we ice skate at the local
mall? Bake a scrumptious edible mass delight
that is fruit cake? Or perhaps
_justrelaxandreadabook
by the fire? No, my
friends, don't give in
to the commercial(I

'4

mush
mas spirit. REBEL,
WE SAY, REBEL'
You could have a winter
break as exciting as the adventure we recently experienced. The
following is what you should do: first
make a trip to your local pet store, or if you
are cool in any way, Target, and peruse the aisles
for the happiest of pets—the sea monkey. If you
cannot find any there, check on the back of your
favorite cereal box for an order form.
Once you have obtained these crime-fighting
friends, lovingly tear open the packet (where
they are cryogenically dehydrated for your pleasure and convenience) and plop them in water.
In a few short days, with just the right amount
of TLC (Tender Lovin' Care) you will find your self gazing upon a virtual menagerie of aquatic
primates. With careful observation, choose the
strongest and most "capable," and immediately
destroy all the remaining pathetic weaklings.
The "chosen one" should then be placed on a
strict training schedule involving rigorous
weight training and calisthenics. Your monkey
of sea descent will also be on a strict diet of tapioca, No-Doz, and yams with little marshmallows on top. It will be given daily supplements
of uranium 232 and ether. You should love your
sea monkey like you have loved no other living

creature. More than your mother, more than your
life. It is then that you must make the ultimate
sacrifice, for a new race of superior beings will
spring from your monkey's crustaceous loins.
In the darkness of the night, when the last of
the yams has been consumed, stealthily sneak
the sea monkey of destiny into the abandoned
innards of dining services. The silent abyss where
unwanted, uneaten burritos find their final resting place... behold the dish-room (located just
is iteast?—of the infor\mation booth on the ground
level of the Wheelock Stuvi y

\
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HA HA \dent Center, do you think,
"Hatchet?" 'cause we sure

4

L.__-.---

lit, so well crafted,
with its classic rococo
from the evils of
this impure

SEA

campus by thick
'.' MONk
reflective glass,
screaming,"I'm
too good for you, world!"
We confess, our hands are red withl\
guilt. It was our plan all along to steal the
blessed hatchet. Yes ever since we laid
eyes on it, we knew it must be ours. Perhaps
you have noticed its recent absence. We're not
sorry, despite our failed attempt, we'd do it again
in New York heartbeat (their hearts beat faster
there). How'd we do it? We've already divulged
the beginning.., what follows is the tragic saga
of our ill-fated attempt to steal the hatchet.
We couldn't have done it without our sea monkey. Bravely he sailed alone, in a half eaten cup

of tapioca, down the conveyer belt into the
steamy heart of the dish room. From there,
armed with his months of training and superior intellect, he craftily avoids detection by the
dish Nazis (by blinding them with his laserpointer key chain of doom—bringing them to
their knees in excruciating annoyance) and their
evil series of torture-dish-cleaning implements.
With his super strength he quickly burrowed
his way through the walls of the dish room into
the adjacent hatchet cubby escaping the motion detectors and hidden night-vision cameras.
The god-like monkey lifted the hatchet out of
its mighty resting place.
Sadly, this is where our vision came to a catastrophic halt. Coated still with slippery tapioca
remnants, our hero lost his footing on the
windexed glass of the case. The hatchet then
fell with a crash, heard around campus, murdering our sea monkey, sending the ever vigilant security guards galloping through the
marshy terrain toward the treasured chopping
device. Dead, dead I say!
They can kill our sea monkey but they can
never kill our dream of vengeance upon a
school which places something as stupid as a
hatchet behind bullet-proof glass. Where's our
motion detector? Where's our 24-hour
security? Where's our sea monkey
savior in shining armor?
Though our story has a sad
r
ending, you can learn from our
tapioca mistakes and reach sea
- monkey wealth and fame.
Merry winter break, or whatever we're supposed to say.
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Would you like to experience
law school before you start

Jason Macaya

Would you like help in deciding if
law school is right for you?
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SCHOOL OF LAW
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The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
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DATE:
TIME:
WHERE:

Saturday, Jan 23, 1999
9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Seattle Pacific University
3307 3 " Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119

COST:

$10.00

DEADLINE:

Jan. 15. 1999

REGISTER BY CONTACTING:
*Sh e il a at 1-800-825-9267 or (509)323-3736
e-mail: sstillianlawschoo!.gonzagaedu
*S a lly at 1-800-793-1710 or (509)323-5532
e-mail: admissionslawschool.gonzaga.edu
*Regisfrafion forms also available from your prelaw advisor or Career Services
Office
Gonzaga University
GONZAGA School of Law
UNIVERSITY

leoman tic uicwó & great 4r(;aL%ito
as featured on King 5 TV's Evening Magazine

Elegant decor - Private baths - Hot tub
& business guest services
Near scenic waterfront dining
& quaint Proctor shopping
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publication of the Associated Students of the University of Pu get
Sound. Ooinions and adve rtisenients
contained herein do not necessarily

reflect the views of the Trail staff,
ASUPS, the university or its Board
of Trustees. Articles and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Edi-

tor: The Trail reserves the right to
edit or refuse any letters submitted
for publication. All letters must have
a signature and phone number and
are due no later than Mondays at
noon. Letters may be sent to:
The Pu get Sound Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416
trail@ups.edu

The First Annual Combat Zone CombyAwards
Best headline appearing in the Puget Sound Trail: "Clansmen edge UPS."
Best headline appearing in the Tacoma News Tribune: "Yankees dominate Indjans."
Best attempt to garner an artificial sense of school spirit: Return of the "legendary" hatchet.
Best (and most obvious) idea for a practical joke: Stealing the hatchet.
Best sandwich: Monte Cristo.
Worst sandwich: Grilled cheese sandwiches ever since the grilled cheese machine bi
Dining Services has failed to fix it.
Best sandwich-maker: Snackmaster 3000.
Best guest lecturer: Jce-T.
Worst guest lecture: Ice-T.
Worst comedy act: Bill Bellamy.
Best comedy act: Director of Security Services trying to explain the parking situatio
Best news for vegans: Vegetarian Chili now lamb's blood free! WARNING: Chili m
contain lamb 's blood.
Best campus renovation: Expanded Todd Field. Note from Facilities Services–Pleas
Keep Off the Grass.
Best campus non-renovation: Bagel kiosk.
Worst campus renovation: Removal of the tray-return conveyor belt.
Runner-up: The "experimental" garden at North 17th and Alder.
Worst smelling off-campus house: North 17th and Alder.
Worst smelling place on campus: The mail room.
Worst way to cope with finals-week stress: Bootleg Prozac.
Best ASUPS representative: Fred Rundle.
Best ASUPS response to the student concern of selling beer in the cellar: "This year.
ASUPS has not been willing to put the time into this issue..."
- Best Combat Zone response to the student concern of crappy Combat Zones: "This
year, the Combat Zone Editor has not been willing to put the time into this issue..."
Best SUB-related injury: Head stuck in the bagel kiosk.
Worst SUB-related injury: Head stuck in the FryalatorTM.
Runner-up: Third degree burns from the coffee maker.
Best display of irony: Tie—Students from Lake Oswego who drive their brand new
SUVs to Earth Activists/Communist Youth League meetings; Students who joined
the Greek system to "find themselves."
Best opportunity afforded by this year's Employer Expo: Mop boy at Intel.
Worst opportunity afforded by this year's Employer Expo: Mop boy at Jerry's
Mecca Theater.
Worst new trend: Pop-swing.
Runner-up: Those stupid necklace keychains.
Best deal on campus: Ice cream at the Cellar.
Worst deal on campus: Living in Tacoma.
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such,
has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The views and
opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
reflect those of The Pu get Sound Trail, ASUPS, Birdie, or the
University of Puget Sound. But they should.

The u1ujet 5oun 'Tra[[:

It's not just for lepers anymore'.

